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Welcome to AI Matters 7(4)
Iolanda Leite, co-editor (Royal Institute of Technology (KTH); aimatters@sigai.acm.org)
Anuj Karpatne, co-editor (Virginia Tech; aimatters@sigai.acm.org)
Ziyu Yao, co-editor (George Mason University; aimatters@sigai.acm.org)
DOI: 10.1145/3516418.3516419

Issue overview

Welcome to the last issue of this year’s AI
Matters Newsletter. We open with a brief
report on upcoming SIGAI Events by Dilini
Samarasinghe, followed by the Conference
reports by Louise Dennis. This issue ends
with our regular Education column. In
this column, Nathan Sprague introduces a
Model AI Assignment, which helps students
gain a deeper understanding of modern
deep learning frameworks by guiding them
to build their own automatic differentiation
engine. The editorial team wishes all SIGAI
community members a great winter and a
wonderful start of 2022!

Submit to AI Matters!
Thanks for reading! Don’t forget to send
your ideas and future submissions to AI
Matters! We’re accepting articles and
announcements now for the next issue.
Details on the submission process are
available at http://sigai.acm.org/aimatters.

Iolanda Leite is co-editor
of AI Matters. She is
an Associate Professor
at the School of Electri-
cal Engineering and Com-
puter Science at the KTH
Royal Institute of Technol-
ogy in Sweden. Her re-
search interests are in the

areas of Human-Robot Interaction and Arti-
ficial Intelligence. She aims to develop au-
tonomous socially intelligent robots that can
assist people over long periods of time.

Copyright © 2021 by the author(s).

Anuj Karpatne is co-
editor of AI Matters. He
is an Assistant Profes-
sor in the Department of
Computer Science at Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University (Vir-
ginia Tech). He leads the
Physics-Guided Machine

Learning (PGML) Lab at Virginia Tech, where
he develops novel ways of integrating sci-
entific knowledge (or physics) with machine
learning methods to accelerate scientific dis-
covery from data.

Ziyu Yao is co-editor of
AI Matters. She is an
Assistant Professor in the
Department of Computer
Science at George Ma-
son University. Her re-
search interests lie in nat-
ural language processing
(NLP) and artificial intelli-

gence (AI), particularly building natural lan-
guage interfaces that can reliably assist hu-
mans in knowledge acquisition and task com-
pletion. She also works in NLP/AI for other
disciplines such as Software Engineering and
Bioinformatics.
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Events
Dilini Samarasinghe (University of New South Wales; d.samarasinghe@adfa.edu.au)
DOI: 10.1145/3516418.3516420

This section features information about up-
coming events relevant to the readers of
AI Matters, including those supported by
SIGAI. We would love to hear from you if you
are are organizing an event and would be
interested in cooperating with SIGAI.For more
information about conference support visit
sigai.acm.org/activities/requesting sponsor-
ship.html.

The 17th ACM/IEEE International
Conference on Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI 2022)

Online Conference, March 7-10, 2022
https://humanrobotinteraction.org/2022/
HRI 2022 is the 17th annual conference for
basic and applied human-robot interaction
research. It seeks contributions from re-
searchers from across the world on a broad
set of technical, design, and theoratical per-
spectives that advance fundamental and ap-
plied knowledge and methods in human-robot
interaction.

The HRI conference is a venue for multiple
communities to showcase their work that in-
clude but are not limited to robotics, artificial
intelligence, human-computer interaction, hu-
man factors, design, and social and behavioral
sciences. The theme for the conference this
year is ”Breaking Boundaries”, which will in-
clude publications on six tracks: human-robot
interaction user studies, technical advances,
design, theory and methods, systems, and
studies with human participants.

In light of the travel restrictions associated
with the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the
conference will be held online this year.
Please refer to the conference website for
more details on registration and the program.

Copyright © 2021 by the author(s).

The 37th IEEE/ACM International
Conference on Automated Software
Engineering. (ASE 2022)
Michigan, United States, September 26 - Oc-
tober 1, 2022
https://conf.researchr.org/home/ase-2022
The ASE conference is the premier research
forum for automated software engineering.
Each year, it brings together researchers and
practitioners from academia and industry to
discuss foundations, techniques, and tools for
automating the analysis, design, implementa-
tion, testing, and maintenance of large soft-
ware systems.

The conference requests contributions on
multiple tracks apart from the main research
paper track including: artifact evaluation,
doctoral consortium, industry showcase, late
breaking results, tool demonstrations, tutori-
als, and workshops. It is scheduled to be held
in Michigan, United States in 2022 subjected
to Covid-19 dynamics.
Submission deadline: Research Papers:
May 6, 2022; Workshops: February 22, 2022

Dilini Samarasinghe is
the Assistant Conference
Coordination Officer for
ACM SIGAI, and a re-
search associate at the
University of New South
Wales. Her research is
in Artificial Intelligence,
Multi-agent Systems and
Evolutionary Compu-
tation. Contact her at

d.samarasinghe@adfa.edu.au.
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Conference Reports
Louise A. Dennis (University of Manchester; louise.dennis@manchester.ac.uk)
DOI: 10.1145/3516418.3516421

This section is compiled from reports of recent
events sponsored or run in cooperation with
ACM SIGAI. In general these reports were
written and submitted by the conference or-
ganisers.

The International Conference on
Image Processing and Vision
Engineering (IMPROVE 2021)
Online 04/28-30/21
https://improve.scitevents.org/?y=2021
IMPROVE is a comprehensive conference of
academic and technical nature, focused on
image processing and computer vision prac-
tical applications. It aims at bringing to-
gether researchers, engineers and practition-
ers working either in fundamental areas of
image processing, developing new methods
and techniques, including innovative machine
learning approaches, as well as multimedia
communications technology and applications
of image processing and artificial vision in di-
verse areas.

IMPROVE 2021 was held via Online Stream-
ing, from 28 to 30 of April, 2021. It was spon-
sored by the Institute for Systems and Tech-
nologies of Information, Control and Commu-
nication (INSTICC).

IMPROVE 2021 was also organized in coop-
eration with the ACM SIGAI - ACM Special
Interest Group on Artificial Intelligence, and
the ACM Special Interest Group on Multime-
dia Systems.

IMPROVE received 27 paper submissions
from 14 countries. To evaluate each submis-
sion, a double-blind paper review was per-
formed by the Program Committee. After a
stringent selection process, 22% of the papers
were published and presented as full papers,
i.e. completed work (12 pages/25’ oral pre-
sentation).

Four invited talks were delivered by interna-
tionally distinguished speakers, namely:

Copyright © 2021 by the author(s).

• Matthias Niessner, Technical University of
Munich, Germany

• Luisa Verdoliva, University of Naples Fed-
erico II, Italy

• Federico Tombari, Google and Technical
University of Munich (TUM),

• Germany Sotirios A. Tsaftaris, University of
Edinburgh, United Kingdom

The 23rd International Conference on
Enterprise Information Systems (ICEIS
2021)
Online 04/26028/21
https://iceis.scitevents.org/?y=2021

The purpose of the International Conference
on Enterprise Information Systems (ICEIS)
is to bring together researchers, engineers
and practitioners interested in the advances
and business applications of information sys-
tems. Six simultaneous tracks were held,
covering different aspects of Enterprise Infor-
mation Systems Applications, including En-
terprise Database Technology, Systems Inte-
gration, Artificial Intelligence, Decision Sup-
port Systems, Information Systems Analysis
and Specification, Internet Computing, Elec-
tronic Commerce, Human Factors and Enter-
prise Architecture.

ICEIS 2021 was held via Online Streaming,
from 26 to 28 of April, 2021. It was spon-
sored by the Institute for Systems and Tech-
nologies of Information, Control and Commu-
nication (INSTICC).

ICEIS 2021 was also organized in coopera-
tion with the ACM SIGAI - ACM Special Inter-
est Group on Artificial Intelligence, the ACM
Special Interest Group on Management Infor-
mation Systems, the IEICE Special Interest
Group on Software Interprise Modelling, the
Institute of Engineering and Management, and
the Association for the Advancement of Artifi-
cial Intelligence.

ICEIS received 241 paper submissions from
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42 countries. To evaluate each submission, a
double-blind paper review was performed by
the Program Committee. After a stringent se-
lection process, 24.48% of the papers were
published and presented as full papers, i.e.
completed work (12 pages/25’ oral presenta-
tion).

Five invited talks were delivered by interna-
tionally distinguished speakers, namely:

• Jan Recker, University of Hamburg, Ger-
many

• Stefan Kramer, Johannes Gutenberg - Uni-
versität Mainz, Germany

• Panos Markopoulos, Eindhoven University
of Technology, Netherlands

• Eric Prevost, Oracle, United States
• John Grundy, Monash University, Australia

AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics
and Society (AIES-21)
Online 05/19-21/21
https://www.aies-conference.com/2021/

The 2021 AAAI/ACM Conference on AI,
Ethics, and Society (AIES’21) was held online
over three days, 19-21 May 2021.

Over the last few years, the world has awoken
to the power that we have vested—often with-
out thought or care—in the people and sys-
tems that collect, aggregate, analyse, and act
on our data. At the same time, AI systems
promise new ways to empower individuals and
collectives to change society from the bottom
up. International organisations, governments,
universities, corporations, and philanthropists
have recognised the urgent need to bring all
of our intellectual tools to bear on charting
a course through this uncertain new territory.
Earlier iterations of this conference and others
have seen the first fruits of these calls to ac-
tion, as programs for research have been set
out in many fields relevant to AI, Ethics, and
Society.

The early days of shaking us awake are done:
we now know, well, that we are increasingly
reliant on AI systems that are radically chang-
ing the world around us, for better and worse.
The next step is to chart a course forward,
both by deepening our diagnosis of where we

are now, and by developing new goals, mod-
els, and technical and regulatory systems to
shape the future of AI and society toward how
we collectively intend our societies to look.

To achieve these twin objectives—a richer un-
derstanding of where we are now, and tech-
nical and sociotechnical paths forward—we
must draw on insights from across disciplines.
AIES is convened each year by program co-
chairs from Computer Science, Law and Pol-
icy, the Social Sciences, and Philosophy. Our
goal is to encourage talented scholars in these
and related fields to submit their best work re-
lated to the morality, law, and political econ-
omy of data and AI.

We received 278 papers, submitted for
double-blind reviewing by a selection from
the 110 members of our Program Commit-
tee. Our goal was for each paper to receive
three reviews, and we were largely success-
ful in achieving this goal. The reviews were
discussed by the reviewers and the Program
Chairs, and we ended up accepting 106 (38%)
of the submitted papers for poster presenta-
tion. Of these, 27 (9.7% of submissions) were
also accepted for oral presentation.

We selected the Hopin online conference plat-
form for the conference, in part because it pro-
vided better facilities for attendance by people
with disabilities than the alternatives.

We had 415 registrations from 29 countries
around the world. We chose the schedule
of sessions, not by the usual utilitarian maxi-
mization of convenience for the greatest num-
ber, but by a somewhat Rawlsian effort to im-
prove the situation of those most disadvan-
taged by time zone.

The three AIES’21 keynote speakers and the
titles of their talks, were:

• Timnit Gebru, Moving beyond the Fairness
Rhetoric in AI

• Ifeoma Ajunwa, A Veil of Ignorance for Au-
tomated Decision-Making

• Arvind Narayanan, The ethics of datasets:
moving forward requires stepping back

The AIES’21 Proceedings is
in the ACM Digital Library, at
https://dl.acm.org/doi/proceedings/10.1145/3461702

The organizing institutions for AIES’21 were
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the Association for the Advancement of Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AAAI), the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM), and the ACM
Special Interest Group on Artificial Intelligence
(SIGAI). We are grateful for sponsorship from
DeepMind Ethics & Society, from Founders
Pledge (the Survival and Flourishing Fund
(SFF)), and from Facebook.

Louise Dennis is the
Conference Coordination
Officer for ACM SIGAI,
and a faculty member at
the University of Manch-
ester. Her research
is in Verification of Au-
tonomous Systems, Cog-
nitive Agents and Ma-
chine Ethics. Contact her

at louise.dennis@manchester.ac.uk.
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AI Education Matters: Model AI Assignment “ScalarFlow: Imple-
menting Reverse Mode Automatic Differentiation”
Nathan Sprague (James Madison University; spragunr@jmu.edu)
DOI: 10.1145/3516418.3516422

Introduction

Many of the most significant breakthroughs
in artificial intelligence over the past decade
have been based on progress in deep neu-
ral networks. That progress has been facil-
itated by deep-learning libraries like Theano
(Al-Rfou et al., 2016), TensorFlow (Abadi et
al., 2015) and PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019)
that allow rapid prototyping and efficient exe-
cution. The key algorithm at the heart of all of
these libraries is reverse-mode automatic dif-
ferentiation. This column introduces the Model
AI Assignment ScalarFlow: Implementing Re-
verse Mode Automatic Differentiation. This
assignment gives students the opportunity to
gain a deeper understanding of modern deep-
learning frameworks by building their own au-
tomatic differentiation engine and using it to
experiment with some important concepts in
deep learning.

In this column we will review some basic back-
ground on training neural networks, provide a
brief overview of the reverse-mode automatic
differentiation algorithm, describe the model
assignment and provide some pointers to ad-
ditional resources.

Traditional Backpropagation

In a multi-layer neural network, an input vector
is passed through one or more hidden layers
composed of simple computational units be-
fore being passed to a final output layer. Each
internal unit in the network performs the same
basic operations: inputs are multiplied by cor-
responding adjustable weights, the results are
summed, and that sum is passed though a
nonlinearity. Outputs from each unit then be-
come the inputs for the units in the subsequent
layer. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a tra-
ditional three-layer network.

The goal in training a network of this sort is
to find a set of weight values that minimizes
a loss function describing how dissimilar the

Copyright © 2021 by the author(s).

x1

x2

x3

Figure 1: Three-layer network.

network outputs are from the provided labels
in a set of training data. Since there is no
closed-form solution for finding an optimal set
of weights, neural networks are trained itera-
tively using gradient descent.

An important step in the history of neu-
ral networks was the invention of the back-
propagation algorithm for efficiently calculat-
ing gradients in a multi-layer neural network.
The backpropagation algorithm was indepen-
dently invented several times, but gained
popularity after its publication in the Parallel
and Distributed Processing (PDP) anthology
(McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986). The back-
propagation algorithm is the traditional ap-
proach to training neural networks that has
been presented in classrooms and textbooks
for decades: an explicit set of weight update
rules based on an analytical derivation of the
gradient of the loss function in a multi-layer
neural network.

Automatic Differentiation

Theano was the first widely-used software
package to popularize an alternative approach
to building and training neural networks. In
this alternative paradigm, network compo-
nents are represented as a computation graph
built up from low-level mathematical oper-
ators. As a simple example, the formula
L(w, x, y) = (wx−y)2+w2 can be represented
using the graph illustrated in Figure 2.

The output of the network is calculated by
setting the value of the input nodes and
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x

y

l  = wx₀ l = l  - y₁ ₀

w l  = w²₃

l  = l ²₂ ₁

l  = l  + l₄ ₂ ₃

Figure 2: Example computation graph.

then iterating forward through the graph, per-
forming the appropriate computation at each
node. Since the individual nodes represent
differentiable operations, it turns out to be
straightforward to calculate partial derivatives
at each node by iterating backwards through
the graph. At each node we calculate the
derivative with respect to the operands. By
following the chain rule, we can determine the
derivative at each node by simply multiplying
these local derivatives backward through the
graph. The result is a generalization of the tra-
ditional backpropagation algorithm that can be
applied to any machine learning model that is
built from differentiable operators.

Figure 3 illustrates one step in the the back-
ward pass when calculating L(1, 2, 3):

x
value:  2
grad: 0

y
value:  3
grad: 0

l  = wx₀
value:  2
grad: 0

l = l  - y₁ ₀
value:  -1
grad: 0

w
value:  1
grad: 0

l  = w²₃
value:  1
grad: 1

l  = l ²₂ ₁
value:  1
grad: 1

l  = l  + l₄ ₂ ₃
value:  2
grad: 1

Figure 3: One step in the backward pass.

Here, the value term at each node repre-
sents the results stored during the forward
pass. In this example, we have already calcu-
lated the derivatives for l4 and l2 (in red) and
are working on the derivative for node l1. The
arrow labeled ∂l2

∂l1
represents the “local” par-

tial derivative of l2 with respect to l1. The ar-
row labeled ∂l4

∂l1
represents the derivative value

that will actually be stored at node l1. The pro-
cess is the same for each step of the backward
pass: at each node we calculate the local par-
tial derivative of the node with respect to its
operands, then “pass back” those derivative

values multiplied by the previously calculated
derivative of the current node.

The appeal of building machine learning mod-
els within this framework is that the program-
mer only needs to specify the structure of the
model. All of the logic for calculating the nec-
essary gradients is handled automatically and
efficiently by the library. This makes it pos-
sible to quickly prototype new models without
the need to re-derive and re-implement rules
for weight updates.

Modern libraries address significant complex-
ities that don’t arise in the example above.
For one thing, they don’t just handle scalar-
valued computations, but tensor-valued com-
putations where the values passed between
nodes are multi-dimensional tensors, repre-
senting, for example, batches of multi-channel
image data. Another important feature of
modern libraries is that they take advantage of
GPU operations and highly optimized CPU li-
braries when available. This makes it possible
to write a machine learning model in Python
and have it transparently take advantage of
parallelized operations on a GPU.

ScalarFlow Assignment Part I -
Autodiff Library

The model assignment1 involves adding func-
tionality to ScalarFlow, a minimalist auto-
matic differentiation library that (as the name
suggests) only supports scalar-valued nodes.
Avoiding vector-valued or tensor-valued quan-
tities significantly simplifies the implementa-
tion while preserving the key ideas of the algo-
rithm. The provided starter code includes all
of the functionality necessary to build a com-
putation graph, but none of the code required
to perform the calculations for the forward or
backward pass. The main requirement of the
assignment is for students to add this missing
functionality.

Figure 4 provides an example showing the
Python code that would be used to build and
execute the computation graph from Figure 2.

Automatic differentiation libraries are charac-
terized as either define-and-run or define-by-
run. In the former, the user explicitly builds

1http://modelai.gettysburg.edu/
2021/scalarflow/
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import scalarflow as sf

graph = sf.Graph()

with graph:
# Input nodes
w = sf.Variable(1.0, name=’w’)
x = sf.Variable(2.0, name=’x’)
y = sf.Variable(3.0, name=’y’)

# Computation graph
node0 = sf.Multiply(w, x)
node1 = sf.Subtract(node0, y)
node2 = sf.Pow(node1, 2)
node3 = sf.Pow(w, 2)
node4 = sf.Add(node2, node3)

# The lines below will only
# work *after* the student
# completes the assignment!
result = graph.run(node4,

compute_derivatives=True)

print(node4.value) # Prints "2.0"
print(w.grad) # Prints "-2.0"

Figure 4: Example Python code using the
ScalarFlow library.

and executes a computation graph, as in
the example in Figure 4. In the latter, the
user develops and executes their model us-
ing library operations and the computation
graph is implicitly constructed as a side ef-
fect. The define-by-run model tends to be
more convenient for the programmer and is
now the default for both TensorFlow and Py-
Torch. ScalarFlow follows the define-by-run
model with the hope that the more explicit ap-
proach will be easier for students to under-
stand and implement.

ScalarFlow Assignment Part II -
Machine Learning

The starter code provided to students also in-
cludes a simple machine-learning library built
on top of ScalarFlow. The library provides
a logistic regression classifier and a simple,
two-class, feed-forward neural network. In this
second stage of the assignment students are
asked to modify the neural network implemen-
tation to enable the use of rectified linear units,
or ReLU’s. The ReLU nonlinearity is defined
as f(x) = max(0, x).

One of the historical stumbling blocks in the

development of deep neural networks was the
problem of vanishing gradients. It turns out
that traditional sigmoid nonlinearities are par-
ticularly prone to the problem of vanishing gra-
dients because their derivative is near zero
across much of their domain. ReLU’s tend to
be much more resistant to vanishing gradients
because they have a large area with non-zero
gradients.

Once students have added functionality for
ReLU nonlinearities they are required to write
a short report investigating the relative perfor-
mance of sigmoid vs. ReLU nonlinearities as
the number of network layers increases in a
small-scale synthetic classification task.

There are two main learning objectives for
this second stage of the assignment. First,
it helps students to understand the significant
impact of nonlinearity selection on the prob-
lem of vanishing gradients. Second it pro-
vides an opportunity for students to actually
engage with ScalarFlow as part of a complete
machine learning pipeline. The hope is that
this will allow them to gain an appreciation for
the connection between a low-level automatic
differentiation engine and high-level machine
learning algorithms.

Additional Resources

A good academic survey of automatic differ-
entiation in machine learning is provided by
Baydin et. al. (Baydin, Pearlmutter, Radul,
& Siskind, 2018). There also are a number
of online sources that provide tutorial intro-
ductions to the reverse-mode automatic differ-
entiation algorithm. These include Automatic
Differentiation, Explained2 by Chi-Feng Wang,
this helpful stats.stackechange.com answer3,
and Reverse-mode automatic differentiation:
a tutorial4

Andrew Ng has a short video5 describing
the basics of finding derivatives using a

2https://towardsdatascience.com/
automatic-differentiation-explained
-b4ba8e60c2ad

3https://stats.stackexchange.com/
a/235758

4https://rufflewind.com/2016
-12-30/reverse-mode-automatic
-differentiation

5https://youtu.be/nJyUyKN-XBQ
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computation graph. Mu Li has a longer
video6 introduction that extends the basic idea
of reverse-mode automatic differentiation to
vector-valued quantities. During previous it-
erations of this assignment I have shared a
short video7 that describes the algorithm and
works through a complete forward and back-
ward pass using the graph in Figure 2.

Another potentially useful resource is Autodi-
dact: a pedagogical implementation of Auto-
grad8. This is another minimalist version of
automatic differentiation that is implemented
as a thin wrapper around existing numpy op-
erations.
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